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Twenty-two years after the bombing of a Mississippi law office in which Marvin
Kramer's two sons died, Klan member Sam Cayhill, the accused killer, has nearly
exhausted his death row appeals, until young lawyer Adam Hall takes the case.
Ray Atlee and his brother, Forrest, receive a letter from their father, a reclusive,
retired judge, instructing them to return home to Clanton, Mississippi, to discuss
his estate, but the judge dies before his sons arrive, leaving behind a secret
known only to Ray. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.
Every jury has a leader, and the verdict belongs to him. In Biloxi, Mississippi, a
landmark tobacco trial with hundreds of millions of dollars at stake
beginsroutinely, then swerves mysteriously off course. The jury is behaving
strangely, and at least one juroris convinced he's being watched. Soon they have
to be sequestered. Then a tip from an anonymousyoung woman suggests she is
able to predict the jurors' increasingly odd behavior. Is the jury somehow being
manipulated, or even controlled? If so, by whom? And, more important, why?
BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from John Grisham's The Litigators.
Originally published: [New York]: Doubleday, 1991.
It's summer in Memphis. The sweat is sticking to Rudy Baylor's shirt and
creditors are nipping at his heels. Once he had aspirations of breezing through
law school and punching his ticket to the good life. Now he doesn't have a job or
a prayer...except for one: an insurance dispute that leaves a family devastated
and opens the door for a lawsuit, if Rudy can find a way to file it. By the time
Rudy gets to court, a heavyweight corporate defense team is there to meet him.
And suddenly he's in over his head, plunged into a nightmare of lies and legal
maneuverings. A case that started small is exploding into a thunderous milliondollar war of nerves, skill and outright violence--a fight that could cost one young
lawyer his life, or turn him into the biggest rainmaker in the land.... BONUS: This
edition includes an excerpt from John Grisham's The Litigators.
The best-selling author of The Confession and The Appeal presents a latest legal
thriller in which high-stakes courtroom tensions lead up to an explosive,
unorthodox conclusion. A best-selling novel. Reprint.
Kyle McAvoy possesses an outstanding legal mind. Good-looking and affable, he
has a glittering future. He also has a dark secret that could destroy his dreams,
his career, even his life. One night that secret catches up with him. The men who
accost Kyle have a compromising video they’ll use to ruin him–unless he does
exactly what they say. What they offer Kyle is something any ambitious young
lawyer would kill for: a job in Manhattan as an associate at the world’s largest
law firm. If Kyle accepts, he’ll be on the fast track to partnership and a fortune.
But there’s a catch. Kyle won’t be working for the firm but against it in a dispute
between two powerful defense contractors worth billions. Now Kyle is caught
between the criminal forces manipulating him, the FBI, and his own law firm–in a
malignant conspiracy not even Kyle with all his intellect, cunning, and bravery
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may be able to escape alive. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from John
Grisham's The Litigators.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER They call themselves the Brethren: three
disgraced former judges doing time in a Florida federal prison. One was sent up
for tax evasion. Another, for skimming bingo profits. The third for a career-ending
drunken joyride. Meeting daily in the prison law library, taking exercise walks in
their boxer shorts, these judges-turned-felons can reminisce about old court
cases, dispense a little jailhouse justice, and contemplate where their lives went
wrong. Or they can use their time in prison to get very rich—very fast. And so they
sit, sprawled in the prison library, furiously writing letters, fine-tuning a wickedly
brilliant extortion scam—while events outside their prison walls begin to erupt. A
bizarre presidential election is holding the nation in its grips, and a powerful
government figure is pulling some very hidden strings. For the Brethren, the
timing couldn’t be better. Because they’ve just found the perfect victim. BONUS:
This edition includes an excerpt from John Grisham's The Litigators.
Presents a novel about high school football in a small Texas town, a place in which football has
become a religion.
This collection highlights six main aspects of global issues in business and organization
studies, including the digital side of governmental processes. It also explores wellbeing at work
through the development of a questionnaire as an alternative to the impractical wellbeing
model. In addition, the volume analyzes the organizational behavior of ISIS and offers insights
into secrecy by analyzing several scenes from John Grisham’s The Firm. The collection then
considers marketing innovations in the context of global markets and presents sustainability in
the global food industry. The volume serves to demonstrate a number of factors that can have
an effect on organization processes and business operations.
Criminal lawyer Jake Brigance faces the fight of his life when he is asked to defend Carl
Hailey, who, in a rage of anger, shot and killed the men on trial for the rape of his daughter.
_______________________________________ A man will do almost anything for ninety
million dollars. So will its rightful owners. They found him in a small town in Brazil, near the
border with Paraguay. He had a new name, Danilo Silva, and his appearance had been
changed by plastic surgery. The search had taken four years. They'd chased him around the
world, always just missing him. It had cost their clients $3.5 million. But so far none of them
had complained. The man they were about to kidnap had not always been called Danilo Silva.
Before he had had another life, a life which ended in a car crash in February 1992. His
gravestone lay in a cemetery in Biloxi, Mississippi. His name before his death was Patrick S.
Lanigan. He had been a partner at an up-and-coming law firm. He had a pretty wife, a young
daughter, and a bright future. Six weeks after his death, $90 million disappeared from the law
firm. It was then that his partners knew he was still alive. And the chase was on...
_______________________________________ ‘A master at the art of deft characterisation
and the skilful delivery of hair-raising crescendos' – Irish Independent 'John Grisham is the
master of legal fiction' – Jodi Picoult 'The best thriller writer alive' – Ken Follett ‘John Grisham
has perfected the art of cooking up convincing, fast-paced thrillers’ – Telegraph ‘Grisham is a
superb, instinctive storyteller’ – The Times ‘Grisham's storytelling genius reminds us that
when it comes to legal drama, the master is in a league of his own.’ – Daily Record ‘Masterful
– when Grisham gets in the courtroom he lets rip, drawing scenes so real they're not just alive,
they're pulsating’ – Mirror ‘A giant of the thriller genre’ – TimeOut
#1 bestselling author John Grisham's The Reckoning is his most powerful, surprising, and
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suspenseful thriller yet. "A murder mystery, a courtroom drama, a family saga . . . The
Reckoning is Grisham's argument that he's not just a boilerplate thriller writer. Most jurors will
think the counselor has made his case."--USA Today October 1946, Clanton, Mississippi Pete
Banning was Clanton, Mississippi's favorite son--a decorated World War II hero, the patriarch
of a prominent family, a farmer, father, neighbor, and a faithful member of the Methodist
church. Then one cool October morning he rose early, drove into town, and committed a
shocking crime. Pete's only statement about it--to the sheriff, to his lawyers, to the judge, to the
jury, and to his family--was: "I have nothing to say." He was not afraid of death and was willing
to take his motive to the grave. In a major novel unlike anything he has written before, John
Grisham takes us on an incredible journey, from the Jim Crow South to the jungles of the
Philippines during World War II; from an insane asylum filled with secrets to the Clanton
courtroom where Pete's defense attorney tries desperately to save him. Reminiscent of the
finest tradition of Southern Gothic storytelling, The Reckoning would not be complete without
Grisham's signature layers of legal suspense, and he delivers on every page. Praise for The
Reckoning "The quest for justice is only the beginning in this Southern family saga. . . .
[Grisham] does so much more this time around."--Akron Beacon Journal "John Grisham is not
only the master of suspense but also an acute observer of the human condition. And these
remarkable skills converge in The Reckoning--an original, gripping, penetrating novel that may
be his greatest work yet."--David Grann, New York Times bestselling author of Killers of the
Flower Moon "John Grisham is the master of legal fiction, and his latest starts with a literal
bang -- and then travels backward through the horrors of war to explore what makes a hero,
what makes a villain, and how thin the line between the two might be."--Jodi Picoult, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of A Spark of Light and Small Great Things
Luther and Nora Krank are fed up with the chaos of Christmas. The endless shopping lists, the
frenzied dashes through the mall, the hassle of decorating the tree... where has all the joy
gone? This year, celebrating seems like too much effort. With their only child off in Peru, they
decide that just this once, they'll skip the holidays. They spend their Christmas budget on a
Caribbean cruise set to sail on December 25, and happily settle in for a restful holiday season
free of rooftop snowmen and festive parties. But the Kranks soon learn that their vacation from
Christmas isn't much of a vacation at all, and that skipping the holidays has consequences
they didn't bargain for... A modern Christmas classic, Skipping Christmas is a charming and
hilarious look at the mayhem and madness that have become ingrained in our holiday tradition.
BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from John Grisham's The Litigators.
Written by one of the world’s leading literary theorists,this book provides a wide-ranging,
accessible and humorousintroduction to the English novel from Daniel Defoe to the
presentday. Covers the works of major authors, including Daniel Defoe,Henry Fielding, Samuel
Richardson, Laurence Sterne, Walter Scott,Jane Austen, the Brontës, Charles Dickens,
George Eliot,Thomas Hardy, Henry James, Joseph Conrad, Virginia Woolf, D.H.Lawrence and
James Joyce. Distils the essentials of the theory of the novel. Follows the model of Eagleton’s
hugely popularLiterary Theory: An Introduction (Second Edition,1996).
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In his final hours in office, the outgoing President grants
a controversial last-minute pardon to Joel Backman, a notorious Washington power broker who
has spent the last six years hidden away in a federal prison. What no one knows is that the
President issues the pardon only after receiving enormous pressure from the CIA. It seems
that Backman, in his heyday, may have obtained secrets that compromise the world’s most
sophisticated satellite surveillance system. Backman is quietly smuggled out of the country in a
military cargo plane, given a new name, a new identity, and a new home in Italy. Eventually,
after he has settled into his new life, the CIA will leak his whereabouts to the Israelis, the
Russians, the Chinese, and the Saudis. Then the CIA will do what it does best: sit back and
watch. The question is not whether Backman will survive—there is no chance of that. The
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question the CIA needs answered is, Who will kill him? BONUS: This edition includes an
excerpt from John Grisham's The Litigators.
Washed-up public defender Clay Carter's latest case, a routine street killing, takes an
unexpected turn when he discovers evidence of a conspiracy involving a large drug company
and a lawsuit with a huge potential settlement. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.
Twenty-two years after the bombing of a Mississippi law office in which Marvin Kramer's two
sons died, Klan member Sam Cayhill, the accused killer, has nearly exhausted his death row
appeals, until young lawyer Adam Hall takes the case
When the Supreme Court's most liberal and most conservative justices are gunned down, law
student Darby Shaw builds a case against a powerful suspect, whose threats send her
underground. By the author of The Firm. 250,000 first printing. $500,000 ad/promo. Tour.
Racial tension, a forbidden love affair, and murder are seen through the eyes of a seven-yearold boy in a 1950s Southern cotton-farming community.
A startling and original courtroom drama from New York Times #1 Bestseller John Grisham
that is the prequel to his newest legal thriller, THE WHISTLER A judge’s first murder trial. A
defense attorney in over his head. A prosecutor out for blood and glory. The accused, who is
possibly innocent. And the killer, who may have just committed the perfect crime.
Eleven-year-old Mark Sway accidentally witnesses a murder and becomes the target of
relentless prosecutors and the mob, and the only person who can save him is Reggie Love, an
attorney barely out of law school. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.
Losing her job at New York City's largest law firm in the weeks after the collapse of Lehman
Brothers, Samantha becomes an unpaid intern in a small Appalachian community, where she
stumbles upon dangerous secrets.
Jake Brigance is back! The hero of A Time to Kill, one of the most popular novels of our time,
returns in a courtroom drama that The New York Times says is "riveting" and "suspenseful."
Clanton, Mississippi. 1990. Jake Brigance finds himself embroiled in a deeply divisive trial
when the court appoints him attorney for Drew Gamble, a timid sixteen-year-old boy accused
of murdering a local deputy. Many in Clanton want a swift trial and the death penalty, but
Brigance digs in and discovers that there is more to the story than meets the eye. Jake’s fierce
commitment to saving Drew from the gas chamber puts his career, his financial security, and
the safety of his family on the line. In what may be the most personal and accomplished legal
thriller of John Grisham’s storied career, we deepen our acquaintance with the iconic Southern
town of Clanton and the vivid cast of characters that so many readers know and cherish. The
result is a richly rewarding novel that is both timely and timeless, full of wit, drama, and—most of
all—heart. Bursting with all the courthouse scheming, small-town intrigue, and stunning plot
twists that have become the hallmarks of the master of the legal thriller, A Time for Mercy is
John Grisham’s most powerful courtroom drama yet. There is a time to kill and a time for
justice. Now comes A Time for Mercy.

Includes a note from the author, questions for discussion, and an excerpt from
"The Rooster Bar."
He gave up the money. He gave up the power. Now all he has left is the law.
Michael Brock is billing the hours, making the money, rushing relentlessly to the
top of Drake & Sweeney, a giant D.C. law firm. One step away from partnership,
Michael has it all. Then, in an instant, it all comes undone. A homeless man takes
nine lawyers hostage in the firm's plush offices. When it is all over, the man's
blood is splattered on Michael's face--and suddenly Michael is willing to do the
unthinkable. Rediscovering a conscience he lost long ago, Michael is leaving the
big time for the streets where his attacker once lived--and where society's
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powerless need an advocate for justice. But there's one break Michael can't
make: from a secret that has floated up from the depths of Drake & Sweeney,
from a confidential file that is now in Michael's hands, and from a conspiracy that
has already taken lives. Now Michael's former partners are about to become his
bitter enemies. Because to them, Michael Brock is the most dangerous man on
the streets....
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In a plush Virginia office, a rich, angry old
man is furiously rewriting his will. With his death just hours away, Troy Phelan
wants to send a message to his children, his ex-wives, and his minions—a
message that will touch off a vicious legal battle and transform dozens of lives.
Because Troy Phelan’s new will names a sole surprise heir to his eleven-billiondollar fortune: a mysterious woman named Rachel Lane, a missionary living deep
in the jungles of Brazil. Enter the lawyers. Nate O’Riley is fresh out of rehab, a
disgraced corporate attorney handpicked for his last job: to find Rachel Lane at
any cost. As Phelan’s family circles like vultures in D.C., Nate goes crashing
through the Brazilian jungle, entering a world where money means nothing,
where death is just one misstep away, and where a woman—pursued by enemies
and friends alike—holds a stunning surprise of her own. BONUS: This edition
includes an excerpt from John Grisham's Sycamore Row.
Law firm partners Oscar Finley and Wally Figg see a chance for huge financial
gain when they learn of a pending class action lawsuit against the makers of
Krayoxx, a popular cholesterol-reducing drug suspected of causing heart attacks.
New York Times bestselling author John Grisham takes you to a different kind of
court in his first basketball novel. Samuel “Sooley” Sooleymon is a raw, young
talent with big hoop dreams…and even bigger challenges off the court. In the
summer of his seventeenth year, Samuel Sooleymon gets the chance of a
lifetime: a trip to the United States with his South Sudanese teammates to play in
a showcase basketball tournament. He has never been away from home, nor has
he ever been on an airplane. The opportunity to be scouted by dozens of college
coaches is a dream come true. Samuel is an amazing athlete, with speed, quickness, and an astonishing vertical leap. The rest of his game, though, needs work,
and the American coaches are less than impressed. During the tournament,
Samuel receives devastating news from home: A civil war is raging across South
Sudan, and rebel troops have ransacked his village. His father is dead, his sister
is missing, and his mother and two younger brothers are in a refugee camp.
Samuel desperately wants to go home, but it’s just not possible. Partly out of
sympathy, the coach of North Carolina Central offers him a scholarship. Samuel
moves to Durham, enrolls in classes, joins the team, and prepares to sit out his
freshman season. There is plenty of more mature talent and he isn’t immediately
needed. But Samuel has something no other player has: a fierce determination to
succeed so he can bring his family to America. He works tirelessly on his game,
shooting baskets every morning at dawn by himself in the gym, and soon he’s
dominating everyone in practice. With the Central team losing and suffering injury
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after injury, Sooley, as he is nicknamed, is called off the bench. And the legend
begins. But how far can Sooley take his team? And will success allow him to
save his family? Gripping and moving, Sooley showcases John Grisham’s
unparalleled storytelling powers in a whole new light. This is Grisham at the top
of his game.
A nomadic lawyer because of frequent death threats, Sebastian Rudd takes on a
case involving a brain-damaged young man accused of murdering two little girls.
A perfect murder A faceless witness A lone courtroom champion knows the
whole truth . . . and he's only thirteen years old Meet Theodore Boone In the
small city of Strattenburg, there are many lawyers, and though he's only thirteen
years old, Theo Boone thinks he's one of them. Theo knows every judge,
policeman, court clerk--and a lot about the law. He dreams of being a great trial
lawyer, of a life in the courtroom. But Theo finds himself in court much sooner
than expected. Because he knows so much--maybe too much--he is suddenly
dragged into the middle of a sensational murder trial. A cold-blooded killer is
about to go free, and only Theo knows the truth. The stakes are high, but Theo
won't stop until justice is served. Brimming with the intrigue and suspense that
made John Grisham a #1 international bestseller and the undisputed master of
the legal thriller, Theodore Boone: Kid Lawyer will keep readers guessing and
pages turning.
“All Her Little Secrets is a brilliantly nuanced but powerhouse exploration of race,
the legal system, and the crushing pressure of keeping secrets. Morris brings a
vibrant and welcome new voice to the thriller space.” —Karin Slaughter, New York
Times and international bestselling author In this fast-paced thriller, Wanda M.
Morris crafts a twisty mystery about a black lawyer who gets caught in a
dangerous conspiracy after the sudden death of her boss . . . A debut perfect for
fans of Attica Locke, Alyssa Cole, Harlan Coben, and Celeste Ng, with shades of
How to Get Away with Murder and John Grisham’s The Firm. Everyone has
something to hide... Ellice Littlejohn seemingly has it all: an Ivy League law
degree, a well-paying job as a corporate attorney in midtown Atlanta, great
friends, and a “for fun” relationship with a rich, charming executive, who just
happens to be her white boss. But everything changes one cold January morning
when Ellice arrives in the executive suite and finds him dead with a gunshot to
his head. And then she walks away like nothing has happened. Why? Ellice has
been keeping a cache of dark secrets, including a small-town past and a kid
brother who’s spent time on the other side of the law. She can’t be thrust into
the spotlight—again. But instead of grieving this tragedy, people are gossiping, the
police are getting suspicious, and Ellice, the company’s lone black attorney, is
promoted to replace her boss. While the opportunity is a dream-come-true, Ellice
just can’t shake the feeling that something is off. When she uncovers shady
dealings inside the company, Ellice is trapped in an impossible ethical and moral
dilemma. Suddenly, Ellice’s past and present lives collide as she launches into a
pulse-pounding race to protect the brother she tried to save years ago and stop a
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conspiracy far more sinister than she could have ever imagined…
From acclaimed author Charlie Donlea comes a twisting, impossible-to-put-down novel of
suspense in which a filmmaker helps clear a woman convicted of murder—only to find she may
be a puppet in a sinister game. The Girl of Sugar Beach is the most watched documentary in
television history—a riveting, true-life mystery that unfolds over twelve weeks and centers on a
fascinating question: Did Grace Sebold murder her boyfriend, Julian, while on a Spring Break
vacation, or is she a victim of circumstance and poor police work? Grace has spent the last ten
years in a St. Lucian prison, and reaches out to filmmaker Sidney Ryan in a last, desperate
attempt to prove her innocence. As Sidney begins researching, she uncovers startling
evidence, additional suspects, and timeline issues that were all overlooked during the original
investigation. Before the series even finishes filming, public outcry leads officials to reopen the
case. But as the show surges towards its final episodes, Sidney receives a letter saying that
she got it badly, terribly wrong. Sidney has just convinced the world that Grace is innocent.
Now she wonders if she has helped to free a ruthless killer. Delving into Grace’s past, she
peels away layer after layer of deception. But as Sidney edges closer to the real heart of the
story, she must decide if finding the truth is worth risking her newfound fame, her career . . .
even her life.
The FirmDell Publishing Company
#1 New York Times bestselling author John Grisham’s newest legal thriller takes you inside a
law firm that’s on shaky ground. “[A] buoyant, mischievous thriller . . . Grisham writes in such
an inventive spirit. . . . A treat.”—Janet Maslin, The New York Times Mark, Todd, and Zola
came to law school to change the world, to make it a better place. But now, as third-year
students, these close friends realize they have been duped. They all borrowed heavily to
attend a third-tier for-profit law school so mediocre that its graduates rarely pass the bar exam,
let alone get good jobs. And when they learn that their school is one of a chain owned by a
shady New York hedge-fund operator who also happens to own a bank specializing in student
loans, the three know they have been caught up in The Great Law School Scam. But maybe
there’s a way out. Maybe there’s a way to escape their crushing debt, expose the bank and
the scam, and make a few bucks in the process. But to do so, they would first have to quit
school. And leaving law school a few short months before graduation would be completely
crazy, right? Well, yes and no . . . Pull up a stool, grab a cold one, and get ready to spend
some time at The Rooster Bar. “Satisfying . . . Grisham [is] at his best when he brings his
sardonic sense of humor to the sometimes questionable ethics of law and banking.”—USA
Today “[A] smartly told tale . . . gratifying and all-too-real.”—The Washington Post
Examines the works of the novelist, describing his characters, narrative and strategies, plot
development, literary devices, settings, and major themes.
Mitch McDeere, a Harvard Law graduate, becomes suspicious of his Memphis tax firm when
mysterious deaths, obsessive office security, and the Chicago mob figure into its operations
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER BONUS: This edition contains excerpts from John
Grisham's The Litigators and Calico Joe. An innocent man is about to be executed. Only a
guilty man can save him. In 1998, in the small East Texas city of Sloan, Travis Boyette
abducted, raped, and strangled a popular high school cheerleader. He buried her body so that
it would never be found, then watched in amazement as police and prosecutors arrested and
convicted Donté Drumm, a local football star, and marched him off to death row. Now nine
years have passed. Travis has just been paroled in Kansas for a different crime; Donté is four
days away from his execution. Travis suffers from an inoperable brain tumor. For the first time
in his miserable life, he decides to do what’s right and confess. But how can a guilty man
convince lawyers, judges, and politicians that they’re about to execute an innocent man?
JOHN GRISHAM'S FIRST ORIGINAL E-SHORT In this standalone prequel to his #1 bestseller
ROGUE LAWYER, John Grisham tells the story of how Sebastian Rudd finally found someone
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he could trust to be his driver, bodyguard, law clerk, and partner. Sebastian Rudd, rogue
lawyer, defends people other lawyers won't go near. It's controversial and dangerous work,
which is why Sebastian needs his bodyguard/assistant/sidekick: Partner. So if Sebastian is just
about the most unpopular lawyer in town, why is Partner so loyal to him? How did they meet?
And what's the real story of this man of few words who's as good with a gun as he is with the
law? The surprising answers are all in PARTNERS, John Grisham's first exclusively digital
short story.
The author of such best-selling legal thrillers as A Time to Kill, The Last Juror, and The
Brethren presents his latest novel of courtroom and legal suspense as he offers a provocative
look at the price of American justice in the story of a ruthless Wall Street tycoon out to rig a
state supreme court to get the result he wants during an appeal. Reprint.
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